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And the livin' is easy... [Or will be after exams!]
Most people have by the time they read this finished
their exams – hopefully they went well and you can
now kick back and relax!
SSAGO rally is coming up soon – still time to sign up [if
you read this before the rally :P]. Biggest contingent
for a long time, but still not quite beating you know
who. Direct any questions to the SSAGO Rep.
For those off you now not in Oxford, have a great
summer and see you again soon!
--P.S Having written the above, lots has since happened.
None of which is the publication of this postscript. On
the plus side it means you now get an extra 4 pages of
PostScripty goodness! We also thank the Oxford Mail
for their wonderful shot of James and Jack.
Have a good summer,
Geoffrey Hall
St John's College

Who's who?

Any correspondance or articles for submission should be
e-mailed to postscript@ousgg.org.uk or may be sent to:

PostScript Editor: Geoffrey Hall

Geoffrey Hall
St. John's College
Oxford
OX1 3JP

Chair: Luke Cartey and Elizabeth Horne
Treasurer: Michelle Barton
Secretary: James Baker
SSAGO Rep: Elizabeth Horne
Membership Secretary: James Baker
Internet Ofﬁcer: Michael Howe
SAGLO: Jack Sobey
Quartermaster: Elizabeth Horne
NʼnʼN: Luke Cartey
Summer Trip: James Baker

All items received will be presumed for publication unless
otherwise notified. The editor reserves the right to modify
contributions.
Contributions should be received by the Friday preceding
the date of publication. Articles received after this time
may be included or included in a later publication.
Views expressed in PostScript are those of their authors
and do not necessarily represent those of OUSGG or
associated bodies.
Next Publication Date: TBC - Email
Corresponding Deadline: TBC - Email

Old Members Rep: Chris Seward
Senior Member: Nicholas Harberd
© Oxford University Scout and Guide Group 2010
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Chair's Report
Hello,
While I acknowledge that a chair is there to be sat on, if you
wouldn't mind just shuffling a bit to the left it would be much
appreciated.
Aaah, much better. So often you get these inconsiderate folk
who just jump straight onto me with no thought for what I
have to endure. It's not easy being a chair...
And don't even think about leaning back on me – imagine
being forced to hold an elephant while standing on one leg.
It's simply cruel. Not only that, the new Tory front bench has
promised to introduce a sub committee to look after the
welfare of chairs. It's being chaired by the MP for Cogswell,
and I think the MP for Chesterfield is sitting on it as well. Thames Valle police are also
providing an office to represent the long arm of the law.
So think about what you're doing next time – soon there might be laws against chair
abuse thanks to this committee. Unless it folds first......

What's On?
Monday 1st Week – Aunt Sally
- 19:30, Folly Bridge Inn
Monday 2nd Week – Playstation and Pizza Night
- 19:00, Daubeny Building, Magdalen College
rd
Monday 3 Week – Obscure Scientific Minutiae
- 19:30, Morley-Fletcher Room, Worcester College
th
Monday 4 Week – Punting
- 19:00, Magdalen Bridge
th
Monday 5 Week – Spooring
- 19:00, Magdalen College
Monday 6th Week – Rocky Horror Show
- 19:00, New Theatre
th
Monday 7 Week – Icecream Crawl
- 19:00, TBC
th
Monday 8 Week – TGM and BBQ
- 19:00, Angel & Greyhound Meadow
Monday 9th Week – Film night
- 19:00, Cheney Common Room
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QuoteScript
James:

“Mine used to go up as well as down...it was a bit
annoying”.

Shell:

“You've got bigger buns than me”. @Luke

Lizzy:

“Come on spank that tab!”.

Jack:

“No I'm talking to my cutlery”.

James:

“It's like an upside-down W...like two vegetarians that
have collapsed”.

Shell:

“There's beer! Beer! Beer, Jack! Beer!”.

Jude:

“It tastes like my mum”.

Shell:

“Can I have a bite of your sausage? You said I was your
buddy!”.

Luke:

“If I leave it too long it just gets bigger...put it away!”

Nick:

“Have you ever trebucheted a humming bird?”.

Lizzy:

“You can go on the pub crawl, if you wash”.

Luke:

“Will there be the same grunting getting off as getting
on?”.

Nick:

“Oh my god, it's the sound of music!”.

Lizzy:

“I have a bacterial infection, I don't have to make sense.”

Shell:

“Stick it where it needs to go”.

Lizzy:

“Why has it snapped to Shell's boob?”

Nick:

“Just get it out Geoff”.

Geoff:

“PostScript will be out soon...”.
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The OUSGG Cocktail Book
Lizzy Horne
This week: Parchers
Finding yourself craving a fruity and refreshing beverage as the evenings
grow ever warmer, but sick of the ubiquitous Pimm's? Relax and enjoy the
summer with this latest addition to The OUSGG Cocktail Book™!
You will need:
2 measures peach schnapps (or 4 if it's the birthday girl's drink, and she's
not looking)
3 measures pear cider
Ice cubes
A healthy sense of misadventure
Pour the schnapps over ice into a tumbler, and dilute with pear cider. Best
served with savoury foodstuffs, to avoid highlighting how sickeningly sweet
it is.

Message to DUSAGG if you're reading – I can't believe you read another
one! Not comments about what you and your sheep get up to this time,
since it was deemed inappropriate for some of our younger members...
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A year in the life of OUSGG
James Baker
I thought I'd finish off the year in the manner I've become accustomed over
the past year - by annoying Geoff with an article made up mostly of photos
and sent in some obscure Mac format that Geoff has issues with.
[Ed. Grrrr]
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SSAGO Rally Report - Cambridge
Geoff Hall
Last weekend saw the final SSAGO rally of the year, hosted by CUSAGC
over in Cambridge. OUSGG had a large group [of 9] go over and a larger
group [of 10] come back, thanks to Jude's late arrival in the other place.
Opening night saw a mammoth X5 exodus followed by a lot of roundabouts
– apparently you can celebrate the last minibus pick-up by making sure you
circumnavigate wherever possible! Once tents were pitched and we worked
out who was sleeping with who, a short trip to the camp-fire rounded off
the night.
On Saturday, the group was split between Punt Jousting and Spectating.
Thanks to the insanely hot weather, falling in didn't matter and there were
more than a few cases of sunburn!

[Honour dictates the victor must now jump in too!]
The evening saw us attempt to dance – the less said the better. [But there
are videos on James' facebook page!] Followed by more fire.
On Sunday, we tried [and failed] at many medieval games, such as space
hopper jousting, castle twister and water pistol archery. By 2PM we were
heading back to safety aboard the X5 and looking forward to a nice shower!
Finally a quick note of thanks to Lizzy for poking us all to go, CUSAGC for
hosting it and a goodbye to Nick and Lizzy who I believe are leaving the
bubble...
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TGM Minutes - TT10
Present
Luke Cartey (Sofa)
James Baker (Secretary)
Michelle Barton (Treasurer)
Tim Driscoll
Jonathan Nash
Richard Owen
Nicholas Scroxton
Jack Sobey
Apologies
Laura Bunce
Elizabeth Horne (Sofa)
Meeting Opened at 1906
Approval of Minutes
The minutes of the previous TGM were approved.
Matters Arising
No matters arose from the minutes.
Reports
Chair - Luke Cartey
EH has flu, which is why she isn't present at the TGM. The term has
happened, and has been a moderate success. Everything was very exciting,
but the pipeline has now concluded.
Chair Elect - James Baker
The pipeline is a combination of ochre and green. Nothing has really been
sorted for MT yet, but it will be done over the summer.
Secretary - James Baker
We have been re-registered with the Proctors.
Treasurer - Michelle Barton
The Current Account has £642.42, the Events Account has £397.75 and the
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Old Members Account still has £319.49 in it as Chris Seward still hasn't
claimed back his expenses. EH still owes £94 for Annual Dinner. The next
Treasurer should consider getting rid of the Events Account. The Savings
Account has £671.27 in it. LC raised the question of whether the money
was in the best place, and MB confirmed that it is receiving a good level of
interest (around £150 over 7 years).Membership Secretary - Luke Cartey
We still haven't heard from OUSU about Freshersʼ Fair, and as such
currently don't have a booking for Freshersʼ Fair. We have however
contacted OUSU and the Freshersʼ Fair booking will be open in the near
future.
Summer Trip - James Baker
Summer Trip is definitely going ahead as we have now paid the full amount
for it. Booklets should be going out to participants soon from the company.
Winter Walking - Nicholas Scroxton
If we were booking for 2011/2012 we'd be sorted, but we're not and
unfortunately everywhere that's been tried so far has been unavailable. We
will probably end up going somewhere we've been recently, but if anyone
has any other ideas then contact NS or LC.
Elections
Chair Elect
Geoffrey Hall was proposed by LB and seconded by TD.
No one voted against or abstained, GH was elected as Chair Elect.
Secretary
LC was proposed by JB and seconded by MB.
No one voted against or abstained, LC was elected as Secretary.
Treasurer
JS was nominated by TD and seconded by JN.
No one voted against and one person abstained, JS was elected as
Treasurer.
JN agreed that he would run for Chair Elect in HT in lieu of being elected as
Treasurer.
SSAGO Rep
SSAGO Rep had to be elected as the current SSAGO Rep will no longer be
eligible to hold the position in MT. The election will stand for one term and
will be elected again at the AGM as per usual.
JB was proposed by LC and seconded by JN.
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No one voted against or abstained, JB was elected as SSAGO Rep.
Quartermaster
Contested election between LC and MB.
Show of hands goes 5-2 in MBʼs favour, MB is elected as Quartermaster.
PostScript Editor
LC is nominated by EH and seconded by JB.
One person voted against and one person abstained, LC was elected as
PostScript Editor.
Annual Dinner Organiser
JN is nominated by TD and seconded by RO.
No one voted against and one person abstained, JN was elected as Annual
Dinner Organiser.
NʼnʼN Organiser
GH is nominated by LB and seconded by TD.
No one voted against or abstained, GH was elected as NʼnʼN Organiser.
Motions
Constitutional Amendment
Proposed by JB, seconded by LC.
We propose to add the following to the constitution:
1.c. The activities of the Society will at all times be conducted in accordance
with the following university policies and codes of practice in force from
time to time: Integrated Equality Policy, Code of Practice on Harassment
and Bullying, and Code of Practice on Freedom of Speech.
This is being added to meet the requests of the Proctors, who, from
Michaelmas 2010, require our constitution to include this clause if we want
to be registered with the University. Everyone voted in favour of this
amendment and it was passed.
Any Other Business
OUSU Address
We've set up an address at OUSU to have OUSGG mail sent to, but we're
not entirely sure it's working. MB will send us some mail to test it.
Meeting closed at 1941
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St John's Bar: 6/10 Price cheap-as

Mitre: 5/10 Price £3.99

Mini-milk! Again, Lizzy was quite excited.
Unfortunately, no Callipos. Mini-milk £0.35, Twister - £0.85, the look on Lizzy's
Face - Priceless...

First pub of the evening. Jack mystically
appears as we arrive. Order an ice-cream
sundae. Lots of tasty fruit, but the ice-cream
itself is a bit dodgy. Well, James liked it.

Queen's Lane Coffee House:
7/10 Price £1.95
Whilst eating our Olives icecream we notice that QLCH next
door have Movenpick icecream. Given the quantities to
be consumed, we decide on a
Mango Sorbet, which is tasty
and has whole bits of Mango in.

Olives: 6/10 Price £1.80
Normal served outside the shop,
they still let us have it inside.
Since it's only 6pm, everyone
went for Kiddie Cones, which turn
out to be huge. Shame the icecream is more Mr Whippy!

Rainbow: 7/10 Price £1.80
It was sadly Movenpick again. Ice-cream
was still quite tasty, and they had a slightly
larger range than QLCH. They also provided
non-ice-cream type snacks that were a
great relief by this point..

Patisserie Valerie: 6.5/10 Price £1.75
G&D's: 9/10 Price £2.05
The Crown (aka The Crad):
0/10 Price unknown
We got kicked out of here
before ice-cream could be
ordered, because someone
(who shall remain nameless,
but is, let's say, a repeat
offender) forgot their idea. To
be fair it was the nicest kicking
out ever - they even thanked
Laura for coming!

Ah, the old faithful. Lizzy very much
enjoyed her Peanut Butter ice-cream,
whilst many people enjoyed White
Chocolate. The original and clearly the
best. So good, we went twice.

Alternative Crawls Sick of ice-cream? Why not try one of these:
Pizza Crawl – Burger Crawl – Sausage Crawl – Tea Crawl – Cake Crawl – Teacake Crawl

Came with a quite cool cup that Mike was
quite enamoured by - possibly because
he paid the eat-in price! Lemon Sorbet is
quite tasty, but QLCH was slightly nicer.

Café crème: 8/10 all round.
Price £1.80
Our first stop of the evening.
Claims to serve homemade
gelato
are
surprisingly
accurate. Roche turns out to
be delicious and is declared at
least

